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Abstract 
Mathematical derivation of calculating blood flow volume 

(BFV) at arteriovenous fistula (AVF) using a newly-
developed photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor is presented 
in this work. Also, the readout circuit of the PPG sensor 
intended to increase the signal-noise ratio (S/NR) is designed 
and presented in this work. The designed PPG sensor 
equipped with derived mathematical equations shows high 
correlation (R2 = 0.7563) and low error (RMSE = 212 ml/min) 
as compared to the gold standard. 
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1. Introduction 
Arteriovenous Fistula (AVF) refers to the surgically 

created junction between artery and vein at arm, which is the 
lifeline to patients suffering chronic kidney decease (CKD) 
and under hemodialysis (HD) treatment. In present clinical 
practice, the quality of AVF is accessed by measuring the 
blood flow volume (BFV) at a downstream spot to AVF, 
which is usually considered be at least 600 ml/min to 
maintain the least AVF quality for feasible HD treatment [1]. 
There are mainly two different instruments used to measure 
BFV near AVF, a noninvasive ultrasound Doppler machine 
and an invasive dilution concentration monitor. Both of them 
are too bulky to be used as portable devices for HD patients 
to collect continuous monitoring data for effective prognosis. 
This work is dedicated herein to develop a new portable 
photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor, computation algorithm 
and readout circuitry for measuring BFV at AVF.  

PPG is an optical, noninvasive measurement method for 
sensing the intravascular changes of blood vessels. The 
merits of PPG sensors are small-sized, inexpensive and easy-
to-use. Thus, they are widely used in various physiological 
information monitorings, such as for heart rate, blood 
pressure, blood oxygen saturation, respiration etc. There are 
some works published in the past on accessing AVF using a 
PPG sensor. Wu et al. [2][3] published their work on 
detecting degree of stenosis and arterial steal syndrome of 
AVF by applying a bilateral PPG sensor system. Different 
from multiple sensors employed by [2][3], Chiang et al. [4] 
designed a single PPG sensor to achieve BFV measurement 
at AVF. The resulted correlation coefficient R2 of measured 
BFV data reaches 0.7. Chao et al. [5] published a work of 
approximating the BFV at AVF by neglecting the inertance 

term in the wave propagation model of pulsating blood 
vessels for solving the equations. However, some past works 
claimed that the effect of previously-ignored inertance on 
vessel wave propagation is more significant for HD patient 
than a normal person. Therefore, this work considers again 
the inertance in the wave propagation equation, and then 
solves the equations by a method, a Fourier series.  With 
experiments and calibration conducted, a higher correlation 
coefficient R2 of 0.7563 is resulted. 

This works is organized as follow. In section 2, the 
mathematical derivation from PPG signals to average BFV at 
AVF is introduced. In section 3, the readout circuitry of the 
PPG sensors for clinical validation is proposed. In section 4, 
the clinical experiments and the experiment results are 
shown. Section 5 concludes the works with some inspiring 
discussion. 

2. Theoretical Development 
A typical PPG signal measured at AVF is shown in Fig. 1 

and the coordinate system used in the mathematical 
derivation is shown in Fig. 2, where the blood vessel lies on 
z-axis and AVF is at z = 0. 

2.1 Beer Lambert’s Law  
The origin of PPG can be described using the known 

physical theory, Beer Lambert’s Law, which is as 
bbbttt dcdc

skin eeRIPPG   0 ,                    (1) 

where PPG indicates the PPG signals; I0 indicates the 
intensity of the LED light source; Rskin indicates the 
reflectance coefficient of the skin; εt and εb indicate the 
absorption coefficients of tissues and blood respectively; ct 
and cb indicate the Mohr concentrations of tissues and blood 
respectively; dt indicates the path length of light travelling 
through tissues; db indicates the path length of light travelling 
through blood, which is the diameter of the measured blood 
vessel. Moreover, consider blood oxygen saturation (SpO2), 
the absorption coefficient and the concentration of blood can 
be expressed as [7] 

ppHbHbObb cSpOSpOc   )1( 22 ,       (2) 

where εHbO and εHb denotes the absorption coefficients of 
oxy-hemoglobin and hemoglobin respectively; SpO2 denotes 
the blood oxygen saturation level; εp and cp denote the 
absorption coefficient and Mohr concentration of plasma. 
Therefore, combining Eq. (1) and (2), the cross-sectional area 
of AVF, A(t), can be described as  

),()( 21 SpOPPGftA  .                        (3) 
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Fig. 1 A typical PPG signals measured at AVF. 
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Fig. 2 The coordinate system of AVF used in the 
mathematical derivation. 

Moreover, Eq. (3) can be expand to the cross-sectional area 
along z-axis as A(z,t). For simplicity, the cross-sectional area 
is assumed to change linearly along z-axis at any time as  
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where L denotes the length of the AVF. Hence, the cross-
sectional area can be rewritten as 

),,(),( 22 SpOPPGzftzA  .                     (5) 

2.2 Linear Constitutive Equation 
The linear constitutive equation between the cross-

sectional area and the blood pressure can be written as 
)()( 000 ppCAtA  ,                        (6) 

where C0 is the compliance per unit length; A0 is the cross-
sectional area when blood pressure is equaled to p0. 
Moreover, it is assumed that the systolic blood pressure 
(DBP) and diastolic blood pressure (SBP) happened at t=0 
and t=t0 receptively. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as 

)()0( 000max pSBPCAAA  ,                   (7) 
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where SBP and DBP denote the systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
and the diastolic blood pressure (DBP) respectively; Amax and 
Amin denote the maximum and minimum cross-sectional area, 
which happened at systole (t=0) and diastole (t=t0) 
respectively. Therefore, combining Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) yields 
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2.4 Wave Propagation Model 
To derived the relationship between blood pressure and 

blood flow volume (BFV), the wave propagation model 
provided by D. Bessems et al. [8] is introduced, which is as 
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where q denotes the instantaneous blood flow volume; η 
denotes the dynamic viscosity of blood; ρ denotes the blood 
density; c1 and c2 are as 
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where α denotes the Womersley number defined as 
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where r0 denotes the average radius of blood vessels; ω 
denotes the angular frequency of heart rate. Substituting Eq. 
(5) and (9) into the left side of Eq. (10) gives  
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Furthermore, it is assumed that the pulsation of vein is so 
small that the cross-sectional area of vein, A(L,t), can be 
viewed as a constant. Hence, Eq. (14) can be arranged to 
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where AV denote the cross-sectional area of the vein.  

2.5 Average Blood Flow Volume 
To solve the average BFV from Eq. (15), frequency 

domain technique are introduced. The complex Fourier series 
of cross-sectional area are assumed to be as  
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where j denotes the complex number 1 ; an are the 
coefficients of each frequency components in complex form; 
ω is the angular frequency of heart rate. Similarly, the BFV 
can be expressed in complex Fourier series as 
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Therefore, average BFV can be expressed as 
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where T is the period of heart rate. Substitution of Eq. (16) 
and Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) and focus on only non-time 
varying terms yields 
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where {}  denotes the real part of complex number; K1 to K4 

is as 



 

 

 
Fig. 5 The proposed transimpedence amplifier (TIA). 
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Fig. 6 The proposed band pass filter. 

 
Fig. 3 The architecture of the designed readout circuit. 
 

 
Fig. 4 The photo of the designed circuitries implementing on 
PCB. 
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Moreover, the approximation of the harmonic terms of BFV, 
qn, are introduced from J. R. Womersley [9] as  

),,,,( 0213 nn aaKKfq  .                       (24) 

For simplicity, only the first two harmonic terms are 
considered. Substitution of Eq. (24) into Eq. (19) gives the 
equation of average BFV as 
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where {}  denotes the real imaginary of complex number; 

DC denotes the direct component of PPG signals; in
(k) 

denotes the n-th harmonic term of the k-th power of PPG 
signals as 
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3. Circuit Design 
The circuit architecture of the designed PPG circuitries 

are shown in Fig. 3, and the photo of the proposed readout 
circuits implemented on PCB are shown in Fig. 4. 

3.1 Transimpedence Amplifier (TIA) 
It is known that the output signals of the photodiode are 

current signals. However, voltage signals are much preferred 

in discrete circuit. Therefore, a transimpedence amplifier 
(TIA) is added to transform the current signals to voltage 
signals. The proposed TIA circuitries and the photodiode 
are shown in Fig. 5. The PD is designed to be operated 

under zero biased mode, which claims the advantage of high 
linearity. 

3.2 Band-Pass Filter 
A fourth order band pass filter, as shown in Fig. 6, is 

proposed in the circuitries to filter out the noise in raw 
signals. It is known that the dominant frequency of PPG 
signals is heart beat frequency (about 0.8-2 Hz), and the 
harmonic terms of PPG signals are needed for calculating 
BFV. Therefore, in this work, the cutoff frequency of the 
proposed filter is designed to be 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz. 

3.3 Auto Gain Control (AGC) 
In order to increase the signal-noise ratio (S/NR), an auto 

gain control (AGC) circuitries are proposed in this work by 
fully using the dynamic range of the analog-digital converter 
(ADC). The auto gain control circuitries are composed of a 
programmable gain amplifier (PGA) feedback controlled by 
micro-controller unit (MCU). Also, the AGC circuitries can 
be used to prevent signal saturation by decrease the gain of 
the PGA. 

4. Clinical Experiment 
There are total 27 patients participating the experiments 

and the basic physiological information of the volunteers is 
shown in Table I. The gold standard instrument used in the 
experiment is the invasive dilution concentration sensor. 
After neural network calibration, the correlation plot of the 
measurement result is shown in Fig. 7 and the Bland-Altman 
plot is shown in Fig. 8, where the correlation coefficient R2 is 
about 0.7563 and the root mean square error is about 212 
ml/min. 



 

 

Table. I The basic physiology information of patients 

Term Mean (± SD) 
Age 68.79 (± 14.20) years 

Male (Female) 11 (16) 
Heart rate 85.44 (± 17.83) bpm 

SBP 148.48 (± 21.30) mmHg 
DBP 73.55 (± 15.75) mmHg 
SpO2 98.28 (± 1.58) % 

Height 159.73 (± 8.56) cm 
Weight 63.63 (± 9.26) kg 

 

5. Conclusion 
A mathematical derivation on the equations prescribing 

wave propagation of blood vessels for calculating the blood 
flow volume (BFV) at arteriovenous fistula (AVF) is 
successfully completed in this work by solving the 
differential equation in frequency domain in Fourier series. 
PPG sensor and readout circuits are designed and realized to 
increase the quality of acquired PPG signal for better 
validation on the equations. Finally, the clinical experiment 
shows a good correlation (R2 = 0.7563) and limited error 
(RMSE = 212 ml/min) associated with 95% confidence level, 
which is adequate for ensuring AVF quality in clinic practice.  
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Fig. 7 The correlation plot of the experiment results 
 

 
Fig. 8 The Bland-Altman plot of the experiment results 


